
DELANCEY PRE-PLANNING APPLICATION 

Planning Committee 3 March 2016 

Questions re-the scheme 

1.     Does the Opportunity Area (OA) need more residential?  

 The current policy is for at least 7,3000 units, with London Plan requirements taking that 

figure up to n9,000, although that figure has not yet been incorporated into the revisions 

to the Local Plan that were subject o consultation last year.   

 The report to the Streets & Environment Scrutiny Sub-committee on the management of 

all the schemes in the Town Centre shows that 10,753 units have already been built, are 

under construction or are subject to planning permission.    

 2016 – 1,331 units  

 2017 – 623 units  

 2018 – 2,652 units  

 2019 – 1,586 units  

 2020 – 2,723 units  

 2021 – 1,838 units 

 These figures exclude the 400-600 homes in the Whitgift development which are not 

expected to have a building start until 2022.  

 The target for n9,000 units is already being met. 

 There must come a point where trying to include yet more homes in the Town Centre  

and OA becomes too high for the infrastructure to cope with, particularly as they do not 

meet the Council’s identified housing needs in terms of unit size and affordability. 

2.     Can the Town Centre/OA’s  water infrastructure cope with another major development? 

 Thames Water’s comment on the Barratt development at the other end of North End said 

that the water infrastructure  could not cope? 

3.     Given the non implementation of the district energy scheme can the energy infrastructure 

cope? 

4.     Has any analysis been carried out on the accumulative energy and water needs of all 

developments that have permission within the OA? 

5. What are the extra energy requirements of residents and communal services for every 10 

storeys that a tower block rises? 

6. What are the extra water requirements  of residents and communal services for every 10 

storeys that a tower block rises? 

7. How much extra energy is need to pump water up every 10 storeys a tower block rises? 

8.     Why are no details given for the future use of SEGAS House and how it will be refurbished 

and enlarged? 

 The report does not state what the proposed use for SEGAS House will be. This 

development would allow for the conversion of SEGAS House into a major community 



venue for which many ideas have already been suggested: museum, art gallery, 

performance spaces.  

 As such it would be a major attraction for people to come across Wellesley Rd as part of 

ensuring that the Cultural Quarter is linked across that barrier.  

 For details of some of the discussion on the future of SEGAS House see accompanying file. 

9.     Has the applicant given the Council any indication of whether it has a site elsewhere for 

the proposed off-site 5% 'affordable housing’? 

10.    Will the ‘public square’ be a public square managed by the Council or effectively a 

‘private space’ managed by the applicant’s’ agents? 

 If the later they may want to stop the use of the Square for demonstrations outside the 

Town Hall, reducing residents democratic rights. 

11.   Is there an estimated figure for the number of children who will form part of the 

population of this scheme? 

 In terms of building to life-time standards the occupancy of a two bed space bedroom by 

children of opposite sex will cause problems when they reach the age they should have 

separate bedrooms, and problems of having a quiet area for homework.  

12.    In the wider context of the OA what is the estimated projection for the child population in 

the schemes already constructed, under construction, or have planning permission? 

13.    How are these children are going to be absorbed into local  schools and how many new 

schools will be needed within or around the borders of the OA, and what sites have been 

identified as potential school sites and what protection have they from other development uses? 

14. Given the estimated population that will be living in the OA if all the schemes are built, 

how many more general practical medical centres will be needed? 

15. To avoid confusion with Queen’s Gardens is the developer open to call Queen’s Square by 

another name, after a past famous person connected with Croydon, or is it the Councils’ 

responsibility to approve the name? 

16. Given the Council’s estimated population rise of 17,000 if the target 9,000 homes are 

created in the Town Centre/OA, what are the rail, bus and tram implications of every  additional 

1,000 rise in population, that schemes such as this would lead to if approved? 
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